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IN THE qualitative theory of the orbit structure of diffeomorphisms the central role is 
played by the concept of equivalence: two homeomorphisms fi: Ti a of the topologi- 
cal spaces Ti, i = 1,2 are equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism h: T’* Tz such 
that fib = hf,. When M is a smooth compact boundaryless manifold and D@(M) is 
the space of C’ diffeomorphisms of A4 endowed with the C’ topology, we say that f is 
structurally stable if every g nearby f (in the topology of Dif’(M)) is equivalent to f. 
A closely related weaker concept is that of &stability: f is R-stable if for every g 
nearby f, g/n(g) is equivalent to f/flu) where fIcf) denotes the set of nonwandering 
points of f (i.e. the points x E M such that for all neighborhood V of x there exists 
n > 0 satisfying f”(V) fl Vf 0). The main problem of the qualitative perturbation 
theory is the characterization of structurally and R-stable diffeomorphisms. Sufficient 
conditions are known: Smale proved that diffeomorphisms satisfying Axiom A and 
the no cycle condition[l5] are R-stable, and Robbin and Robinson proved that 
replacing the no cycle condition by the strong transversality condition[l41 the 
diffeomorphism is structurally stable. The converse results, known as the stability 
conjecture, are open (except for the case dim M = 1 where an affirmative answer is 
easily deduced from Peixoto’s density theorem) the purpose of this paper is to prove 
this conjecture when dim M = 2 and flcf) = IV. This result follows from another one 
that shows that Q-stability plus certain .topological property of f is equivalent to 
Axiom A and the no cycles condition. 
Before stating the theorems recall some results about the [ability conjecture. In 
(81 Palis proved that Axiom A plus &stability implies the no cycle condition and in [2] 
Franks proved that R-stable diffeomorphisms belong to 9(M), where 9(M) denotes 
the set of diffeomorphisms f E Difl’(M) such that there exists a neighborhood lI of f 
such that every periodic point of every g E U is hyperbolic[l5]. Then an affirmative 
answer to the following problem would imply the solution of the stability conjecture: 
Problem. Does f E 9(M) imply that f satisfies Axiom A? 
It is important to remark that the similar version for flows of this problem has a 
negative answer, even in S3, as shown by an example due to Guckenheimer[3]. 
THEOREM A. If dim M = 2, a difleomorphism f E 9(M) such that O(f) is isolated (i.e. 
if n f”(U) = fQ_f) for some neighborhood U of n(j)> satisfies Axiom A. . 
n 
If dim M = 2, f E Diff’(M) is R-stable and ncf) = M then by[2] f E 9(M) and then 
satisfies the hypothesis of A. Hence f satisfies Axiom A. 
From Theorem A we shall deduce the following corollaries: 
COROLLARY 1. If dim M = 2 then f E Diff’(M) satisfies Axiom A and the no cycles 
condition if and only if there exist neighborhoods U of n(f) and U of f such that 
fTg”(U) = sl(g) for all g E u. 
n 
The next corollary answers Problem 30 in [lo]. Let II’= {x E R* 111 XII 5 1) and let 
Emb(D2) be the space of embeddings f: II2 +R* endowed with the C’ topology. 
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COROLLARY 2. If f E Emb(D2) satisfies f<D’) c Int (D’) and n g”(D’) = R(g) for erery 
n 
g nearf then #nf”(D’) = 1. 
n 
The example in [3] shows that Theorem A and Corollary 1 are false for flows even 
when dim M = 3. For diffeomorphisms Corollary 1 is false when dim M = 3. This 
follows from the next example that also answers Problem 27 in [lo]. 
THEOREM B. There exists an open set U C Dif(T3) such that every fE It is 
topologicalfy mixing and it is not Anosov. 
For the proof of A the main tool will be next theorem. In its statement we shall use 
the following definition: if A is is a compact invariant (i.e. f(A) = A) set of fE 
Dif(M) we say that the A-germ of f is expansive if there exists S > 0 such that if 
x E A, y E M and dCf”(x),f”(y)) < 6 for all n then x = y. In this case we say that S is 
an expansivity constant for the A-germ of f. 
THEOREM C. Iff E 9(M) and the 0(f)-germ off is expansive then f satisfies Axiom A. 
A slightly less general version of C was stated in [5] with a sketch of the proof in 
the case 0Cf) = M. A result closely related to theorem A was proved by Pliss[ 1 I]. He 
proved that a C* diffeomorphisms in 9(M), with dim M = 2 that has a measure zero 
non wandering set satisfies Axiom A. 
Theorems A, B, C will be proved in 084. 5, 3 respectively. Sections I and 2 are 
dedicated to proving preliminary results to be used in the proofs of A and C. 
91. HOMEOMORPHISMS WITH CANONICAL COORDINATES 
Let K be a compact metric space and let f: KC, be a homeomorphism. For E > 0 
define the stable and unstable sets of x E K by: 
W:(x) = {y E Kldlf”(y),f”(x)) 5 eVn ~0) 
W,“(x) = {y E K’ldCf”(y), f”(x)) 5 cVn 5 0). 
As usual, we shall say that f is expansive if there exists e. > 0 (called an expansivity 
constant for f) such that W”,(x) n W&(x) = {x} for all x E K. Following [ 11 we shall say 
that f has canonical coordinates if it is expansive and for all E > 0 there exists S > 0 such 
that We’(x) n W@“(y) # 4 whenever d(x, y)~ 8. It is easy to see that if 2~ is an 
expansivity constant for f then WqS(x) fl WC”(y) contains at most one point. 
The purpose of this section is to show that homeomorphisms with canonical 
coordinates have periodic orbits “shadowing” every large arc of recurrent orbit. More 
precisely, we have the following result: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Lerf: Kc> be a homeomorphism with canonical coordinates. Then 
if x E w(x) (where o(x) denotes the w-limit set of x) for all S > 0 there exists a periodic 
point y such that d(f”(x), f”(y)) 5 6 f or all 0 5 n zs m where m is the period of y. 
In [l] Bowen proved this result assuming the apparently stronger assumption that f 
has a hyperbolic metric. However it is unknown if every homeomorphism with 
canonical coordinates has a hyperbolic metric. 
For the proof of Proposition 1.1 the following property will be useful: 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If f: K e> is an expansive homeomorphism and 6 > 0 is an 
expansivity constant for f then for all E > 0 there exists m > 0 such that f”( Wd(x)) C 
W.‘cf”(x)) for all n 2 m, x E K. 
We shall first prove 1.2. Suppose that it is false. Then there exists an expansivity 
constant E > 0, a constant S > 0, a sequence x, E K, n B 0, and a sequence m., n 2 0 
such that m, + +m when n + +“, and fmn( Wa’cfmn(x,)) - W:cfmn(x.)) Z 8. Let y,, E 
f”*( Wt(x,)) - Wi(fmn(x,)). Then y,E W:(f”m(x.)) implies that for some j. 2 0 we have: 
dUin(yn), fjnCfm%))) > E (I) 
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and y,, E f”n( Wa’(xn)) implies that for, all j z -m,: 
d(f’(Y,). f’cf”%H) 5 6. (2) 
Assume that fj.(y.) + y. f’#‘“* (x,)+x when n --, +w. Then by (2): 
d(f’(y),f’(x)) = .“m= d(fj’“(y), fj+jfl+m.(X”)): s (3) 
for all j. By (1) d(x, y) z E. Then (3) contradicts the fact that S is an expansivity 
constant for f. 
Now we shall prove proposition 1.1. If x E w(x) and E > 0 define: 
U(e) = {W,‘(YJ r-l W.“(YZ>lYl E w,“(x)* Yz E w:(x)). 
If E is small enough the canonical coordinates property implies that U(E) is a 
neighborhood of x. Moreover take l so small that 4~ is an expansivity constant for f 
and 2~ 5 S. Take n > 0 such that f”(x) E U(d3). Moreover, by Proposition 1.2, assume 
that 
f”(W,‘(p)) c W%_VYP)) 
f_“(W,“(p)) c w&U-“(P)). (4) 
Define V: Was(x)4 by the property: 
f”(p) E wi,(dP)h (5) 
This map is well defined by (4). Define A = fl r’( W:(x)) and S = 
iz0 
U{ W,“(p)Ip E f”(A)}. We claim that f-“(S) C S. To prove this observe that p E f”(A) 
implies f-“(p) = r(p) for some q E A. By (5) that means: 
f”(4) E w/,(dq)) = W3crYP)). 
Hence: 
W,W”(P)) c Wb3(f”(q)). 
Therefore by (4) f”(W,“(p)) C W,“(f”(q)), with q E A and then f-“(S) C S. 
Moreover observe that a E f+“(S) implies: 
dCf’(a), f’(x)) 5 2E (6) 
for all 0 5 j 5 n. To see this take q E f”(A) such that a E f-“( W,“(q)). Then: 
&V(a), f’(x)) 5 d(f’(a), f’-“(q)) + d@“(q), f’(x)); 
but a E f-“( W,“(q)) implies: 
&J’(a), f’-“(q)) 5 l 
for all 0 I j 5 n, and q E f”(A) implies f-“(q) E A C W:(x). Hence: 
&p(q), f’(x)) I E 
for all j 2 0. Then (6) is proved. Now define So = ~~of-L”(S). Clearly f”(So) = So. Let > 
a E So, b E So. By (6) we have 
dCf’(a), f’(b)) I 2~ (7) 
for all 0 ‘: j 5 n. But f’“(a) E So, fk”(b) E S for all k z 0. Then (7) is satisfied for all 
j zz 0. Finally, since f-‘“(a) E So, fek”(b) E So for all k zz 0 it follows that (7) is true for 
all j. Since 4~ is an expansivity constant for f this implies that So contains only one 
point y. Then y is periodic and by (6) we have d(f’(y), f’(x)) 5 2~ for all 0 : j I n and 
recalling that we took E s S/2 the Proposition is proved. 
92. LOCALLY INVARIANT DISCS 
In this section M will denote a compact smooth boundaryless manifold (no 
restrictions on the dimension). First we shall state two propositions that were proved 
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in 15. 111 (see also [71). We shall use the following notation: if f E D$‘(M) and x E M 
let B,‘(f)(B,“Cf)) the set of u E TJ4 such that ‘{/(Tf)“uIln 20) ((II(7”)-“u]lln 20)) is 
bounded. Let PerjCf) the set of x E Per(f) such that dim B,‘(f) = j and Ajlf) its 
closure. Finally, if x E Per(J) let ?rcf, x) be its prime period. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If f E 9(M) there exist a neighborhood U of f, and constants 
C<O, O<A < 1 such that: 
Wg) -Q#,‘(g)ll 5 CA n(u) 
!I( Tg)-n(gJ’ I B,” (g )ll 5 CA nkJ) 
lI(~g)“I&%N . II(m-“l~;Yx,kII 5 CA” 
for all x E Per(g), n > 0, g E U. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If f E 9(M) f or all 0 <j < dim M there exists a continuous 
Tf-invariant splitting TM/Aj(f) = ES@ E” satisfying: 
(4 
E: = K’(f) 
if X E Perj(f). 
E,” = B,“(f) 
(b) There exist constants C > 0, 0 < A c 1 such that: 
kTf YlEx’lI - II(“/E;,,,II 5 CA * 
for all X E Aj(f), n > 0. 
Our goal in this section is to construct, with the help of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 a 
family of discs @‘i(x), *t(x) tangent to E,‘, E,“ at x, with some invariance property, 
that will play the central role in the proof of Theorems A and C. These discs are 
constructed using only the domination condition (b) of 2.2 insteady of the usual 
hyperbolicity hypothesis. We don’t know whether these discs are “true” stable and 
unstable discs in the sense that points in tie’(x) are asymptotic with x. Most of the 
work in the proof of C will be to prove such properties, with the help of the 
assumption on the expansivity of the ncf)-germ. 
Let f E 9(M). Given 0 <j < dim M let A = Ajcf) and E’, E” the subbundles of 
TM/A given in Proposition 2.2. Denote Emb,,(Dj, M) the space of C’ embeddings /3: 
II’--, M, where 0’ = {x E Rjlllxll I I}, such that /3(O)E A. Consider Emb,dDj, M) 
endowed with the C’ topology. Then r: Emb,,(Dj, M)+A defined by a(P) = p(O) is a 
fibration. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. There exist sections (p”: A-, Emb,(DdimM-j, M), cp’: A+ 
Emb,,(Dj, M) such that defining fit(x) = cp’(x)D:, r?/;“(x) = qU(x)DpimM-j, we have the 
following properties: 
(b) There exists 
0 < ~2 < 1 satisfying 
for all x E A. 
T,@,“(x) = E, 
T,w,“(x) = E,“. 
a power g = f” of f such that for all 0 < e’ < 1 there exists 
g( Q(x)) c R,(g(x)) 
g-7 &:Jx)) c *&(g-‘(x)) 
Proof. Take g = f N, N > 0 such that 
ll(Tg)/E:ll . IIU-g)-‘/Ef;,x,ll< 1 
for all x EA. Such N exists by Proposition 2.2. 
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Then, using the notation of [4, p. $31, A is an immediate relative pseudo hyperbolic 
set for g. By Theorem 5.5 of [41 (see also the remark at pp. 62-63) there exist cpI, PO” 
satisfying all the required conditions. 
As we mentioned before 2.3 doesn’t give much information on the asymptotic 
properties of the discs w:(x), &‘,“(x). 
But when x E Per(f) then at least we have the following property: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let C > 0, 0 < A < 1 be the constants given by Proposition 2.1. 
Let Gj(M) be the Grassmann bundle of j-dimensional subspaces of TM and let dj(. , .) 
be a metric on Gi(M) generating its usual topology. Then there exists P > 0 such that if 
E E Gj(h4), x E Perj(f) and dj((Tf)“E, Ej”,,,) 5 E for all 0 5 n 5 n(f, x) then: 
II nu*=)/Ell 5 CA =VJ). 
Proof. Suppose that the proposition is false. Then for all 6 >O we can find 
x E Peri and E E Gi(h4) satisfying di((Tf)“E, E+& I l for all 0 I n 5 a(f, x) and: 
II( Tf) *(%?ql > CA n(Jr’. (1) 
If E >O is small enough by Lemma 1.1 of [2] there exists iElI (where II is the 
neighborhood of f given by Proposition 2.1) satisfying 
(a) j”(x) = f”(x)for all n 2 0. 
(b) (T~)“/E,“cf) = (Tf)“/E,“cf) for all n z 0. 
(c) TjlEjnw = A,:,(Tf)An. 
for all 0 I n 5 rr(f, x), where A,,: 
Per-G) by (a). By (b): 
EjQ,,,(f)-t (Tf)“E is an isometry. Therefore x E 
ExYcj) 1 E”(f) (2) 
and by (c) 
( Tf, nus’ E,‘U) = E,‘(f) (3) 
/I( 7-f) n”.r)/ Ex’cf,ll = I/( Tf )=“.=‘/ El1 > CA *c(.X). (4) 
Inequalities (3) and (4) imply that E,‘(f) cannot be contained in E/Q), and the 
invariance (3) of E,‘(f) then proves that E,‘(f) contains vectors in E,“d). This 
together with (2) implies 
dim E,“v) > dim E,“(f). (5) 
Take a continuous arc f* in U such that f0 = f, f, = /, and f”(x) = f(x) for all A E [0, 11, 
n 10. Then (5) proves that for some A E [0, IJx is a non hyperbolic periodic point of 
f A- 
A straightforward combination of the mean value theorem and Proposition 2.4 
gives the following corollary: 
COROLLARY. There exist C > 0,O <a < 1, and l l > 0 such that ifx E Perj(f) and l > 0 
satisfy : 
g”( es/,‘(x)) c @‘:,k”W) 
for all 0 I n 5 n(g, x), then 
8 =(gq W:(x)) c q(x) 
53. PROOF OF THEOREM C 
In this section we shall prove Theorem C. We start proving some lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. f E S(M) implies Per(f) = n(f). 
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Proof (after C. Pugh). Suppose f E 9(M), x E ncf> - Peru). Let 11 be a connected 
neighborhood of f contained in 9(M). By the proof of the closing lemma[13] there 
exists rt > 0 such that for all family Vj of neighborhoods of f’(x), ljls n, there exists 
g E II such that g(y) = f(y) if yE U’V, and Per(g) n U,, # 0. Take the neighborhoods 
Vj satisfying Uj fl Per(f) = 0 for all-ii _ -= n and let q E U,, fl Per(g). Then the number of 
fixed points of fn(g.q) is less than the number of fixed points of gnce*q’. On the other 
hand it is easy to see that for all m > 0 the number of fixed points of f” is constant on 
each connected component of 9(M). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let f E 9(M) with expansiue nlf)-germ. If 0 < j < dim M and @‘l(x). 
es”(x) are the families of discs given in Proposition 2.3 then for all E, > 0 there exists 
l 2>O such that: 
(a) d(f”(x), f”(y)) 5 ~1 for all x E Ajcf), Y E w/:,(x) and n 2 0. 
(b) If el is an expansivity constant for the flZCf)-germ of f (see definition in the 
Introduction) then ii?_ dcf”(x), f”(y)) = 0 for all x E Ajcf), Y E I@:,(x). 
Proof. To prove (a) it is sufficient to show that for all l t > 0 there exists et> 0 
such that 
g”(@‘:,(x)) c *I:,(g”(x)) (1) 
for all x E Ai( n 5 0. To prove this property define, for x E Peri( the number E(X) 
by: 
E(X) = sup {E > Olg”( w:(x)) C l@:,(g”(x)) for all n z 0) 
It is easy to see that E(X)> 0 for all x E PerjCf). If we prove that inf {E(x)]x E 
Peri( > 0 then ~2 = inf {e(x)Ix E Per&&} satisfies (1). Suppose on the contrary that 
for some sequence xn E Perj(f) we have E(x,)+ 0 when n + +a. Let m, > 0 and 
yn E I@&(x,) such that 
g”*(Yn) E a%,(g”“(x”)) (2) 
By the Corollary to 2.4 we have: 
g n(g.X*)( ti’:(JX”)) c. t@i(x,) (3) 
where p = cli”(g”m)~(x,). By (3) we can suppose without loss of generality that 
0 < mn < w(g, x.). 
The condition l (x,)+O and (2) imply m, ++a and (3) implies rr(g. x,)- m.++=. 
Then assume that g”*(y,) + y and gmn(xn)+x when n -++a. If r= 
sup {diam I&‘I:,(x)lx E Ajcf)} we obtain: 
&gi(gmn(Y.))r g’(g”%))) 5 r 
for all -m,, I j 5 T(g, x,) - m.. Since m, + +a, Ir(g, x,) - m, + +m, this implies: 
Q’(Y), g’(x)) 5 r (4) 
for all j. If we choose el so small that r is an expansivity constant for g, (4) implies 
y = x. But by (2) y E a*‘:,(x). To prove (b) assume that there exists x EA&_f), 
y E G’:,(x) such that limsup dCf”(x), f”(y)) = r > 0. Then there exist a sequence m, > 
n-r+- 
0 satisfying m. --, +m when n + +a and dcfmn(x), f”“(y)) > r/2 for all n > 0. 
We can suppose that f”-(x). f”“(y) converge to z E Ajcf), w E M respectively 
when n * + 30. But by (a) we have d(f”(f”n(x)), f”“(y))) 5 E, for all - m, 5 n. Since 
m, + + ~0 this implies d(f”(z), f”(w)) 5 E, for all n. But E, is an expansivity constant for 
the n(f)-germ of f. Hence z = w. On the other hand d(z, w) = lim dCf”a(x), fmn(y))l 
r/2 > 0. 
LEMMA 3.3. If f E 9(M) and the R(f)-germ off is expansiue then Ajcf) nPer&f) = 
0 if j# i. 
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Proof. Suppose Ai(f) OPeriCf) # 0 and i <j. Let x E Aicf) nPer,(f). If W’(x) is the 
stable manifold of x (i.e. the set of y E M satisfying dCf”(x),f”(y))-,O when n --, +m) 
by 3.2 (b) W’(x) 3 l@:(x) for small values of e. Then i = dim W’(x) r dim @‘i(x) = j 
contradicting i < j. If Ai nPeqCf) # 0 a similar contradiction is obtained replacing in 
the argument W’(x), we’(x) by W”(x), we”(x). 
LEMMA 3.4. If fE S(M) and the O(f)-gem of f is expansive then f/Ajcf) has 
canonical coordinates for all 0 < j < dim M. 
Proof, Since the R(f)-germ of f is expansive f/n(j) is expansive. Hence we have 
to verify that f/Ai(f) satisfies condition (b) of Definition 2.1 for all 0 < j < dim M i.e. 
that given E, > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that 
W:,(x) fl W,(Y) # 0 (3 
whenever x, y E Ai and d(x, y) s S, where W:,(x). W:,(x) denote the local stable 
and unstable sets of x defined for f/Aj as in 0 1. We can assume without loss of 
generality that E, is an expansivity constant for the n(f)-germ of f. Then take ~2) 0 
given by Lemma 3.2 and S > 0 such that I&‘&,(x) f~ l&‘$(y) contains one and only one 
point whenever x, y E Ai and d(x, y) < S. We are going to prove that x, y E Ai and 
d(x, y) < S imply (5). Take sequences x,, y, in PeQf) such that X, +x, y. + y when 
n + + 00. Let z,, w, be sequences satisfying: 
zn E *:,(x,) n %2(y,) 
W, E %:(x~) n fi:2(~n) 
z = lim z, = IV’:,,I(x) n es/:,,,(y) 
lim w, = W:*Iz(x) n *Z,,,(y). 
If W’(x,,), W”(x,), W’(y,), W”(y,) denote the stable and unstable manifolds of the 
periodic points x,, y, we have by Lemma 3.2: 
W’(x,) 1 *:/:,(x”) 
W”(X”) 1 JQ(&) 
W’(Y,) 3 R2(Y”) 
W”(Y,) 3 %JY”,. 
Hence zn E W’(x,) fl W”(y,), w, E W’(y.) fl W”(x,,). Moreover these intersections are 
transversal because the dimension of W’(x,) (resp. W”(x,,), W’rx,,), W”(y,)) is the 
same that the dimension of @I:Z(~“)(@ZI(~n)r @&(y,), WzJy,)). Therefore, by well 
known results on homoclinic transversal points z, can be approximated by points in 
Peri( Since z,, + z this implies z E Aicf>. 
Now we are in condition to prove Theorem C. If f E 9(M) and the 02(f)-germ is 
expansive we know by 3.1 that Per(j) = NJ>. Hence it is sufficient to show that Ai 
is a hyperbolic set for all 01 j :dim M. But by [Ill A,cf) and AdimMCf) are finite sets 
of sources and sinks. 
Hence Adim ,&f) = Perdim&). Aou) = Per&. Now let us consider the case 0 Y j < 
dim M. Let TM/Aj(f) = Es @ E’ be the splitting given by Proposition 2.2 We shall 
prove that there exists K > 0, 0 < g < 1 satisfying 
II( V)“IE,‘II 5 &” (6) 
Wf)-“lE,“lI 5 Kcl” (7) 
for all x E Ai( n 2 0. Let 9’ be the family of compact f-invariant subsets Z of Ajcf) 
such that there don’t exist K > 0,O <cc < 1 satisfying (6), (7) for all x E Z. It is easy to 
see that if (&la E a} C 9 satisfies x,, C 2,. oi 2,. C s,, for all a’, a“ E d then 
flL, E 9’. Hence by Zorn’s lemma there exists Z E 9’ such that Z’ E 9 and Z’ c Z 
(I 
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imply 2 = 2. Moreover it is proved in [6] that I: E Y implies that {II(“ull(n 2 0) is 
bounded for some 0 f u E Es/X or {Ij(~f)“ullln 5 0) is bounded for some 0 # v E E’/Z. 
Suppose that we have the first case. Take x E A,(j) such that v E E,‘. Clearly a(x) E Y 
(otherwise lim II( Tf)-“~(1 = co). Th en a(x) = Z. In particular x E a(x) and x cannot be 
“-+OZ 
periodic because then it would be a point of Peri by Lemma 3.3 and then 
Proposition 2.3 E,’ = E,‘(f) thus implying that {II(“+I z 0) is unbounded. But by 
Proposition 1.1 (applied to f-‘/Ai( and Lemma 3.4 for all E z 0 there exists 
y E PerCflACf)) such that dCf-“(x),f-“(y)) I E for all 0 5 n I ~cf, y). Put m = rcf, y), 
z = f-“(x). By Lemma 3.3 y E Per,(f) and since the spaces (Tf)“E,’ = Ejn,,, are near to 
Ejy,, for all 0 5 n 5 m, by Proposition 2.4 we have: 
II( Tf)““.y’/E;I( s CA nv.y’. (8) 
On the other hand the existence of u implies: 
II(V)““~y’IE,“IJ 2: (sup {II(V)-“vll/ll~ 111 0 5 n 5 m})-‘. (9) 
Since x is not periodic, taking E small we can make m = r(j, y) arbitrarily large thus 
obtaining a contradiction between (8) and (9). 
04. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Let M be a 2-dimensional compact smooth boundaryless manifold and f E 9(M) 
such that ncf) is isolated. We want to prove that f satisfies Axiom A. By Theorem C 
it is sufficient to show that the R(f)-germ of f is expansive. By Lemma 3.1 Per(f) = 
n(f). Hence R(f) = A~(f)UA,cf)uA~cf). But by [ll] A&) and A,(f) are finite sets of 
sources and sinks. Therefore A,,(f) nA,Cf) = A,(j) UA,cf) = 0. This implies that we 
have to show only that the A&&germ of f is expansive. By the isolation of f-I(j) it 
follows (because A,v)flA,(f) = A,(.f)flA,(f) = 0) that A,(j) is isolated. Hence it is 
sufficient to show that f/A,(f) is expansive. To prove this property we need the next 
lemma. In its statement let 6’:(x), @Z(x), g. E,‘, E,” denote the discs, subbundles and 
the power of f given by Propositions 2.2 and 2.3. Fix l o> 0, 6 > 0 such that 
x, y E A,(j) and d(x, y) I 6 imply that w:,(x) intersects transversely 6’&(y) at one 
and only one point. In these conditions put [x, y] = I@‘:,(x) tl wz&y). Moreover if 
x E A,(j) and y E t&“:,(x) let d,(x, y) = inf {ely E w:(x)}. For x E A,(j), y E #t&x) 
define d,(x, y) = inf {e(y E Geu(x)}. We shall assume that 6 > 0 is so small that 
d(x, y) < 6 implies: 
g([x* Y I) = [g(x), &?(Y )I (1) 
g-‘ax, yl) = k-‘(x)7 g_‘(y)l. (2) 
Finally if x EA,cf), y E ti$(x)(t&‘:&x)) let h(x, y) be the compact arc in w&(x) 
(@t&x)) with boundary {x} U(y). For w E A(x, y) define l?,? = T,W:,(x). 
The following Lemma is a non linear version of the domination inequality in 
Proposition 2.2: 
LEMMA~.~. ThereexistK>O,O<~<1,~,>OsuChthatifxiEA,Cf)i=1,2,m>O 
and y = [x,, x2] satisfy 
dW(x,), g”(y)) 5 EI (3) 
d.(g”(xz). g”(Y)) 5 CI (4) 
for all 0 5 n I m then 
d,k”(x,), g”(y)) < Kpn du(g”(x~)~ g”(y)) 
ds(x,,y) - du(xz. Y) 
(5) 
for all 0 5 n 5 m. 
Proof. By the mean value theorem there exist K >O, E, > 0 such that x E A,(f), 
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y E w:,,(x) and d,(g”(x), g”(y)) 5 el for all 0 5 n 5 m imply that for all 0 s n I m: 
ds’gC;;* ,;(y)) I K sup {I[( Tg,“/E*z’lllz E A (x, y)}. 
, 7 
But I\( Tg>“/I?;ll = aj’Z;ll(Tg)/&i,lt. G iven any c > 0 we can take cl so small that: 
II(Tg)“/E;lI 5 (1 + c)“ll(~g)“/&I 
forallzEh(x,y),O~n~m.ThenforallO~n<m: 
d,(g”(x). g”(y)) 5 K(1 + c)“ll(Tg)“/~,‘ll4(x. Y). 
By a similar argument if 2 E A,(j), YE l&‘Z&x) and d.(g-“@),g-“(j9) I .el for all 
05n srn, we have: 
d,(g-“(Z), g-“(Y)) 5 K(1 + c)“ll(Tg)-“/E,“)ld,(P, Y) 
for all 0 I= n 5 m. Then if x E A,cf>. y E @Z,,(x) and d,(g”(x), g”(y)) I l 1 for all 0 5 n 5 
m, applying the last inequality to f = g”(x), F = g”(y) we obtain: 
d,(g”(x),g”(y)) 2 K-‘(1 + c)-“II(“/EIn,,,JI-‘d,(x. Y) 
for all 0 5 n 5 m. Hence if xl, x2, y satisfy (3), (4): 
ds(g”(xJ9 g”(y)) s K*(l + c)“‘II( Tg)“/E:,llll(Tg)-“/E;n(,,,JI * ;I;;: ;;. 
d,k”(xA g”(y)> Y 
But if eI is small enough (3) and (4) mean that d(g”(x,),g”(x2)) is small for all 
0 5 n I m. This implies (using again the fact that E’, E” are one dimensional) that we 
can assume 
II(Tg)“IE:,II . IlU’g)-“IE:~~x2, II 5 (1 + d”Il(W”IE:,l( * II(“IE&,II. 
Therefore, if C > 0, 0 < A < 1 are the constants given by Proposition 2.2 and fN = g: 
dAg”(x,h g”(y)) 
I K*( 1 + c)%I N” d,(x,, Y) 
&(g”(xz), g”(y)) Uxtr Y) 
Take then K, = K*C, p = (1 + c)~A~ and Lemma 4.1 is proved. 
As we mentioned before, to prove Theorem A it is sufficient to show that f/A,U) is 
expansive. Clearly it is sufficient to show that g/A,(j) is expansive. We shall show that 
g/A,(j) admits as expansivity constant a number 0 < S, < 6 satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(a) d(x, y) 5 fil and x, y E A,cf) imply 
ds(x, [x, ~1) 5 EI, &(Y, [xv ~1) 5 ~1. 
(b) Let Z be the constant given by Proposition 2.4 applied to A,@. Then d(x, y) < 8, 
and x, y E A,(f) imply d,(&,, I!%$< Zi2 (d,(l?‘“,,, ESwJ < F/2) for all WI. w2 E 
A(Y, [xv yl)(A(x. [xv ~1)). 
Suppose that x, y E A,Cf) and d(g”(x), g”(y)) 5 81 for all n. If x # y we must have 
yE G’:,(x) or ~65 w:(x). Suppose yE @k(x). Let z = [x, y]. By (1) 
g”(z) = [g”(x)* g”(y)1 
for all n. Since d(g”(x), g”(y)) zz 6, (a) implies 
d,(g”(y), gR(z)) s 61 (6) 
for all n. Since A,(j) is isolated, inequality (6) implies that A(y, I) C A,u> if el was 
taken small enough. Hence we can find p E Per,(f) such that [p, yl~ A(y, z). Let 
q = [p, y]. We claim that we can choose p such that: 
d,(g”(p), g”(q)) 5 EI (7) 
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u?“(Y).g”(q)) 5 El (8) 
for all n 2 0. The second inequality is an immediate consequence of (6). To prove (7) 
assume that it is true for 0 5 n 5 m and we shall prove that it holds also for n = m + 1. 
Take c2 > 0 such that &(a, b) I c2 implies d,(g(a), g(b)) s cl. By Lemma 4.1: 
(9) 
for all 0 5 n 5 m. But if p was chosen such that Kpne,d3@, q)/d,(y, q) I et for all n $ o 
then (9) proves that d,(g”(p),g”(q)) I l 2 and this, by the definition of l 2 implies 
d,(g”+‘(p), g”+‘(q)) I EI. So (7), (8) hold for all n z 0 and then (9) holds for all n L 0 
thus implying d,(g”(p), g”(q))+0 when n -+ i-m. Moreover by condition (b) of the 
definition of 6, we have d,(I?&,,, I?;*&< Z/2 for all w E h(y, z). Then 
dl(&%+ Et;y,J S Z for all w E h(y, z) and n large. Then by Proposition 2.4 
lim II(Tg)“/E’,Uj\“” 2 hdN > 1 
n -t+a 
thus contradicting the fact that the length of g”(A(y,z)) = ~(g”(y),g”(z)) remains 
bounded when n +fco. 
Proof of Corollary 1. Let f, lI and U be as in the statement of Corollary 1. By 
Theorem A, if we prove f E 9(M), we are done. Suppose on the contrary that some 
g E U has a periodic point xo that is not hyperbolic. Then either the spectral radius of 
(Tg)“/T,M (where m is the period of x0) is 11 or the spectral radius of (Tg)-“/T,M 
is Sri. Suppose that we have the first situation. We claim that there exists g arbitrarily 
near to g (so that we can ‘suppose g E U) such that 
(a) x, E Per(g) and the eigenvalues of (Tg)“/T&f have modulus (1. 
(b) There exists yoE Per(g) such that g”(yo) E U for all n, and z. such that 
gn(zO) E U for all n, lim d(g”(zo), gn(xO)) = 0 and lim d(g-“(yo), g-“(zo)) = 0. We shall 
II-+- 
divide the proof of the claim in two cases. 
(1) Both eigenvalues of (T’g)“/T,M have modulus one. Then we can take g,C’ 
near to g and polar coordinates (r, 0) with center at x0 such that g, has the form 
g,“(r, 0) = (r, 8 + a). Then we can approximate g, by g such that g,“(xo) = g”(xo) for all 
n and in the same polar coordinates satisfies %“(r, 13) = ($(r), 8 + 6) where 5 = 2aq, q 
rational and for some small rot,b(r) < r for r < r. and 4(r) > r if r > ro. The points yo, z. 
with coordinate (ro, 0), (r,, 0) with r, < r. satisfy condition (b). 
(2) (Tg)‘“/T,M has eigenvalues AO = -+l and A with IAl c I. Then we can find g,C’ 
near to g and coordinates (t, U) in a neighborhood of x0 such that glm(t, U) = (hot, Au). 
Now take a C’ perturbation g of g satisfying $(x0) = gl”(xo) for all n and such that in 
the coordinates system (t, u) has the form g”(t, U) = (p(t), Au) where cp: R&satisfies 
~(0) = 0, l+~‘(e)l< 1 and for some small to, Iq(t>l c ItI if ItI < It& l+(t)1 > ItI if ItI > to. 
Then the points yo. z. with coordinates (to, 0). (t,, 0) with It,1 < Ito1 satisfy the required 
condition. 
If g.E U we should have n(g) = ng”(U). Therefore by (b) zoE n(g). But zo is 
asympotic with the sink x0 thus imply;ng z. E n(g). 
Proof of Corollary 2. We can suppose that 0’ is embedded in S2 (the two- 
dimensional sphere) and f. is extended to a diffeomorphism f E Difl’(S’) such that 
(a) 
f(D2) C Int (0’) 
f-‘(S’ - 0’) C Int (S2 - 0’). 
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(b) flOf-“(S* - 0’) is a fixed point p and the eigenvalues of (Tf)/T$ have 
modulus > 1. 
(c) Every g near to f satisfies: 
l-l gV2) c f&z). 
#Ii?0 
By well known properties of hyperbolic fixed points it follows that g(D*) C Int (ID*), 
g-‘(9 - 0’) C S* - D* and that n~o g-“(S* -D*) reduces to a fixed point pg for all g 
nearby f. Since the eigenvalues of (T’)/TJ* have modulus >1 there exists a basis of 
compact neighborhoods V of p such that f-‘(V) c Int (V). Suppose V so small that 
f(V) n D* = 0. We claim that if g is near to f then: 
W(VUD2)=Ip,IU(~~og’(D2)). n 
Suppose g”(x) E V UD* for all n. If for some n o, g’Vx)E D* then g”(x) E D* for 
n 2 no because g(D*) c D*, and g”(x) E D2 also for n < no because if for some n < no 
g-“(x) 6f D* then g-“(x) E V and since we can assume that g-““(x) 6E V, we obtain 
g -“+‘(x) E D* and then g(V) fl D* # 0. In a similar way we can prove that if g%(x) E V 
for some no then g”(x) E V for all n. Hence we have proved: flg”( V UD*) = 
n 
(flg”(V))U(ng”(D*)). Then 
n n 
ng”(V UD*) = (flog-“) U(~~ogn(D2))= {P,PJ(~~~~“(D*)) =O(g). n 
Applying Corollary 1 we obtain that f satisfies Axiom A. Then A = tl f”(D*) is a 
It20 
hyperbolic attractor. But since D* is a disc the Lefschetz number L(f”/D*) of f”/D* is 
+I. On the other hand by [15] L(f”/D*)= C(-l)“iai where pI,. . .,pI are the fixed 
points of f”, u; the dimension of the unstable subspace 155; and ai = 2 1 if (Tf)“/E:, 
preserves or reverses orientation. Since A is a hyperbolic set uI = * . * = UI and if 
TMIA = E’ @ E” is the hyperbolic splitting of TM/A observe that we can extend E” to 
a neighborhood of A. Since the sets g”(D*) are a basis of neighborhoods of A we then 
have a orientable splitting because g”(D*) is simply connected. Then U, = - - - = of. 
Hence f” has a unique fixed point for all n. This implies that A contains a unique 
point. 
65.PROOF OF THEOREM B 
A diffeomorphism f: M d is topologically mixing if for all open sets ZJ, V there 
exists N such that f”(U) fl Vf 0 for all n z N. In this section we give a sufficient 
condition for a diffeomorphism to be topologically mixing and we shall prove that this 
condition is open. Finally, we shall construct a DA [16] diffeomorphism f of T3 
satisfying that condition and having two hyperbolic fixed points x0, x, with stable 
manifolds of different dimension. Then every diffeomorphism g E Dif(T3) nearby f 
is topologically mixing and it is not Anosov. 
Let f E D@(M) such that: 
(a) There exists a continuous 7’f-invariant splitting TM = E’ @ E” @ EC, with E”, 
E’ one dimensional, and a constant A > 1 satisfying: 
II(V)-‘IE,“II < A-’ 
llUWE,‘Il< 1
for all x E M. 
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(b) There exists an f-invariant lamination [4] 9’ of M such that every laminae [4] 
of f is dense. tangent to EC and f is plaque expansive. 
(c) By [4] there exists an f-invariant lamination 9” tangent to E” and the laminaes 
of 9” are l-l immersions of R. Let us say that A is a u-interval if it is the bounded 
connected component of a laminae of 9” without two points. Denote I(A) the length 
of the u-interval A, and suppose that there exist an open set U. C M and constants 
S, > 0, Sz> 0 such that every u-interval A with I(A) 2 6, contains a u-interval p with 
I(B) > & such that p n U. = 0. Moreover A& > Si. 
(d) Let us say that A C M is a c-interval if A is the bounded connected 
component of a laminae of SC without two points. Let I(A) be its length. Then there 
exist an open set Ur C U,, and constants ~1 > 1, 6, > 0, & > 0 such that ll(Tf)-‘/Excll < 
CL-’ for all XE U, and for every c-interval A with I(A) 2 6, there exists a c-interval 
p c A with A(p) > & such that p n 0, = 0. Moreover ~8~ > 2&. 
(e) There exists as > 0 satisfying ~65 > 83 such that for every laminae 1 E F, every 
bounded connected component of 1 fl(U,,- 0,) has length >S5. 
We shall prove Theorem B in three steps: 
Step I 
A diffeomorphism satisfying conditions (a)-(c) is topologically mixing. For the 
proof of this property we shall need the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 5.1. For all open sets U C M there exists k > 0 such that every c-interval 
with length ?k intersects U. 
Proof. Suppose that for all integer n > 0 there exists a c-interval A,, with l(A,) > n 
and A, 17 U = 0. Take xn E A,. We can suppose that the sequence x, converges to a 
point x E M when n + +a. Since the laminae a of 9’ containing x is dense, there 
exists a c-interval p C a such that /3 n USC 0. Hence if x, is near to x and n is so 
large that l(A,) > 21(p) it follows that A,, rl # 0. 
LEMMA 5.2. For all u-interval A there exists x E A and N > 0 such that f”(x) 65 U,, 
for all n z N. 
Proof. By condition (a) we have /(f”(A)) > A”l(A). Take N such that lCfN(A)) > 6,. 
We claim that for all n Z N there exists a u-interval An C f”(A) such that l(A,)> &. 
A PI+1 C f(An) and A. 0 U,, = 0. For n = N the property is true by condition (c). Suppose 
that we have found AN, A N+,, . . . , A,,,. Then [Cf(A,,,)) > Af(A,) > A& > 6,. Then by (c) the 
u-interval f(A,,,) contains a u-interval A,+, such that l(Am+,) > a2 and A,+, rl U,., = 0 and 
this proves our claim. Now take x E tl f-“(A,). Then for n z N f”(x) E h;, c M - Uo. 
“2N 
Now let us prove Step I. Let U, V be open subsets of M. Take a u-interval A C U 
and x E A such that for large values of n, say n z no, f”(x) g Uo. Take a c-interval 
p C U containing x. If we prove /I_ l(f”@))= ~0 by Lemma 5.1 we have f”(U)fl 
V 3 f”(P) nV# 0 for large values n and we are done. To prove lim Icf”(p)) = m 
observe that f”‘(p) n U, f 0 for some nl > 0. Otherwise we should have f”(P) n U1 = 0 
for all n L no and then by (d) l(f”(@)) > p “-‘V(f”“(@)) and by condition (d) this implies 
f”(P) fl U, + 0 for large values of n. But f”‘(p) f7 II, Z 0 for some nl 2 no implies by (c) 
that f”‘(P) contains a c-interval PO containing f”‘(x) and not intersecting U,. Then 
lcfnl”(p)) > pl(f”‘(po)) > gS5 > S3. Now we claim l(fnB”(@)) > 2~-“S3 for all j z 1. For 
j = 1 it is already proved. Suppose that it is true for j = 1, . . ., I- 1. Then f “l+‘-‘(p) 
contains disjoint c-intervals /?i, . . ., ~321 - 2 such that l(pi) > 63 for i = 1, . . ., 2’-*. Then, 
by (d), pi > p: such that 1(/3:)> 64, p:fl UI = 0. Therefore: f”l+‘(@) > U f(P:) and 
since p: n UI = 0: l(f”‘+‘(p)) L Zil(f(p:)) > Z;pl(/3:) > ~2’-‘&> 2’-‘&. 
Step II 
The set of diffeomorphisms of M satisfying conditions (a)-(c) is open in DifJ’(M). 
If f E Dig’(M) satisfies (a)-(c) then every g nearby f has a continuous Tf- 
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invariant splitting TM = Es @ I?’ @ EC 141, and also by [4] there exist laminations &, 
5%” tangent to EC, E”, invariant under f, and (by the plaque expansivity of f) a 
homeomorphism h: Ma such that if A is a laminae of 5” then h(h) is a laminae of 4’ and 
&h(A)) = h(f(A)) for every laminae A. In particular g is again plaque expansive respect to 
4’. Define a0 = h( U,,), 0, = h( U,). Then g satisfies conditions (a)-(c) with respect to the 
splitting ,??I@ Ey@ ,??, the lamination p, the open sets oO,, I!?, and the constants 
A, CL. 81,. . ., & (the same as before). 
Step III 
There exists f E Dif(T3) satisfying (a)-(c) and having fixed points x0, xl with 
stable manifolds of different dimensions. 
The idea of the construction off is to take a linear Anosov diffeomorphism of T’ 
with three different eigenvalues A, P- A2 > 1 > A3 and to make an isotopy of f. with 
support contained in a neighborhood of a fixed point x0 (in order to change the 
dimension of the stable manifold of x0). This deformation of f. can be constructed 
preserving the foliation associated to the central eigenvalue A2 and the foliation 
associated to A2 will be 9’. 
Let fo: T3 4 be a linear Anosov diffeomorphism with eigenvalues A,, A2, A3 
satisfying A, > AZ> 1 > A3. Let T(T3) = E, @ E2@ E3 be the splitting associated to 
these eigenvalues. Take fixed points x o, xl, a neighborhood V of x0 not containing x, 
and a diffeomorphism Q: V +DI (where D, = {x E R’lllxll< r} satisfying: 
(Q~oQ-')(~I, x2, x3) = 01x1, Azx2. A3x3) 
for all x = (x,, x2,x3)ED, where r is so small that focp-'(Dr) C D,. Define U. = 
~p-‘(D4~), lJ, = Q-'(II&. Take positive constants 6,, 82. 83, S4 such that if A is an 
interval contained in a leaf of the foliation associated to E2 (resp. E,) with length 
> 6,(a2) then A contains an interval with length > S3(&) such that p II U. = 0 (p rl I/, = 0). 
Take S5 > 0 such that for every leaf 1 of the foliation associated to E2, every connected 
component of I fl(U, - oo) has length u > 65. Now take N > 0 such that: 
AIN& > 6, 
AzN& > 2S3 
AzN& > a3. 
Let fl = foN, fl satisfies properties (a)-(c) respect to the neighborhoods U,, U, and the 
constants a,,, . ., &, A = AIN, CL = AzN. Now define f by: 
f(x) = f,(x) XE u, 
cpf(X)= (AIQI(~),cL~(Q(~)),~~"Q~(.~)) 
if XE UO. where Q(x)=(Q~(x),Q(x),Q~(X)) and k: R3+R satisfies (D2k)(0)s1, k(x)= 
@x2 if l/x/l > l/4 and (&k)(x) > 0 for all x E R’. Then f is a diffeomorphism because if 
L = vfQ_‘, then det L’(x) = AA3N(D2k)(x) > 0. Moreover x0. xl are fixed points off and 
dim W’(xd = 2, dim w’(xr) = 1. Finally let us show that f satisfies (a)-(c). Define the 
cones: 
C.‘(x) = (0 E Tx(T3)lell?r3ull z Il(r, + az,ull} 
G”(x) = (0 E Tx(T311etb,vll -> IIt772 + r3b4 
where rr: TtT3)+ E; are the projections associated to be splitting T(T3) = 
El 0 E2 0 E3. Given E > 0, taking k such that sup {(D;k)(x)lx E R’, i = I, 3) is small 
enough, it is easy to verify that: 
(W’C:(x) C C.‘W’(x)), vfk,w c Ce”cf(x)). (1) 
Using the methods in [16] it follows that there exist continuous Tf-invariant 
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subbundles such that j$’ C C,‘(x), Ex” C C*‘(x) for all x E T3. Observing that 
(Tf)& = E2 and defining J? = E2 we have a continuous Tf-invariant splitting T( T3) = 
I? @ J? @ I? and a foliation 9’ tangent to I? with all leaves dense. 
Since 9’ is a normally hyperbolic foliation for f it follows[4] that f is plaque 
expansive. Finally since f, satisfies (a)-(e) with respect to the constants A, CL. S,, . . . . & 
and the sets CJO, UI it follows from (1) that taking E small enough f satisfy again 
conditions (a)-(e). 
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